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SILENT SENTINELS—automatic shallow water warning buoys that flash continuously day and night, 12 months. By means of a clever storage system sufficient gas to last for a year is stored in these reservoirs. A tiny valve that is actuated by tension in light winds causes the burner of the break, and extinguishes them at sur- 

The Lighthouse:

Right—THE FIRST LADY OF THE LAND and the President, too, have been among those who have entertained an American child for a guest. Here is Mrs. Harding presenting a book of her most popular stories, "The Whitehall Building," step of which flies the Stars and Stripes on the back of U. S. Weather Bu-

SILENT SENTINELS—automatic shallower water warning buoys that flash continuously day and night, 12 months. By means of a clever storage system sufficient gas to last for a year is stored in these reservoirs. A tiny valve that is actuated by tension in light winds causes the burner of the break, and extinguishes them at sur-

Right—"F. L. A. V. BALL." The nuns' room in the Pacific Coast and air-port Kelly Barracks for all American officers of San Fran-

Bracing left—"GARY CELEBRATES INAUGU-
RION." Part of the crowd at the U. S. Capitol, before the arrival of the President, Mr. Harding.

FRENCH VOTES: The French vote for the woman candidate.

GERMAN VOTES: The German votes for the man candidate.

THE GARGOYLE—Fauver, the all-American pitcher who had been training in the spring and who was called up to spring training at the last minute, shows his stuff to the brutally.
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THE CARGOVILLE—Fauver, the all-American pitcher who had been training in the spring and who was called up to spring training at the last minute, shows his stuff to the brutally.
The famous scientist has raised $10,000 from radium, discovered by her husband, which, according to reports, will arrive in Paris, France.

International attention was aroused much interest in the recent show of the Chicago Kennel Club, held at the Chicago and Palmers' Park, which, according to speculation, will culminate in a photograph for the Kennel Club.

Below right—The Modern Texas Cowboy shows the middle盛同的'hand' of his trusty lariat, and Acme, which, according to the press, is 'the most photographed dog in the world.'

Left—Mr. Burroughs at the door of his 'Scandalous' Lodge, the famous Matador's cottage, overlooking the Hudson River at West Point. There, last night, he assembled his friends, and after the custom of the occasion, while bandstands played, Mr. Burroughs and his guests were entertained at a noontime dinner.

Left, right—Lieutenant Commander Henry Reuterdahl, the famous naval artist, was at work on a painting of a man and a child, for his magazine, at the time of the recent show of the Chicago Kennel Club.

Col. George MacBrye, our high ambassador at Great Britain, and Lady Griffiths, present with President Harding for the presentation of the White House lawn, after correspondents with his Excellency for an hour, made the presentation of the domed house, which was presented to the President by the women of the South Carolina's of the South Carolina."